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Abstract: The article deals with the Leontief-Ford model, which is allowed to take into account the costs that necessary for the
elimination of industrial waste. We consider its non-negative solution for those cases when the errors of the initial data have little
influence on the result of the solution and for those cases when the errors of the initial data significantly affect the result of the
solution. In the first case, it is called correctly delivered, and in the second incorrectly delivered. We use the iteration method to
find a nonnegative solution to a correctly posed model, and also we use the regularization method to find a nonnegative solution
to an ill-posed model. The developed technique is brought to a practical algorithm, which is implemented in the program "LF_2",
it allows you to find a solution to the model, regardless of whether the model is correctly supplied or incorrectly supplied. An
example of its application is given, where we enter the initial data of a poorly conditioned balance model into the program and
obtain its non-negative solution. The results of this work may be interesting for specialists in economics and mathematical
methods and models, as well as economic entities. It is known from practice that in the development of balance models of
economic entities there are models with a bad number of conditionality. The application of the developed software product and
methods described in this paper will allow economic entities to make quality and quick management decisions on the volume of
product output of each sector of the economy, taking into account the costs necessary for the elimination of industrial waste,
regardless of the conditionality and dimension of their balance models.
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1. Introduction
In the production of products, there are wastes to be
eliminated. Consider the Leontief-Ford model, which takes
into account these circumstances.
Research of this model is devoted to a considerable number
of works [1-4], which confirms its complexity and practical
significance.
The considered model is called productive if it has a
non-negative solution.
After determining the productivity of the model, it is
necessary to determine how to find its solutions.
When applying the model to solve practical problems of
large dimensions, the initial data can be given inaccurately. It
is known that if small errors in the initial data do not
significantly affect the result of the model solution, then the
model is called correctly delivered, and if they significantly
affect the result of the solution, then the model is called

incorrectly delivered.
In the construction of its solution there are problems, the
solution of which is devoted to this work.
If for the solution of well-posed models for
high-dimensional to apply the "exact" methods, the errors of
calculation are accumulated. Therefore, in this paper we will
use approximate methods to solve the correctly posed model,
and if the model is incorrectly set, then the regularization
method.

2. Theoretical Background
Let’s consider the model of Leontief-Ford [5-7]:

x = A11 x + A12 y + b1 , 

y = A21 x + A22 y − b2 , 

(1)

where x is a vector that characterizes the gross output of the
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product (dimensions n );
y is a vector that characterizes industrial waste
(dimensions m );
b1 is a vector that characterizes the net output of a useful
product (dimensions n );
b2 is a vector, which characterizes the residual level of
industrial waste (dimensions m );
A11 is a the matrix is called the matrix of direct costs (size's
n × n );
A1 2 is a is a matrix that characterizes the costs of
elimination of industrial waste (size's n × m );
A2 1 is a matrix that characterizes the volume of industrial
waste (size's m × n );
A2 2 is a matrix that characterizes the volume of industrial
waste that appears in the process of elimination of old
industrial waste (size's m × m );
θ is a zero vector (dimensions either n , either m ).
We are only interested in non-negative solutions:

x ≥θ,

y ≥θ

Formally, the model (1) can be written as a matrix
equation:
zɶ = Aɶ zɶ + fɶ

(3)

Where

A12 

A22 

(4)

T
T
fɶ = col ( b1 , − b2 ) ∈ R n+m , zɶ = col ( x, y ) ∈ R n+m

If

( I − Aɶ )

−1

(

)

−1

form:
С ⋅ zɶ = fɶ

(8)

We will assume that instead of the exact values of the
matrix elements С and elements of the block vector fɶ we
have their approximate values Сɶ , fɶ • , that is.
Сɶ ⋅ zɶ = fɶ •

(9)

Minor error in defining the elements of Сɶ , fɶ • in one case,
it does not significantly affect the decision of the model zɶ ,
and in another – significantly.
Denote by zɶ that is the solution of system (8), using zɶ •
that is the solution of the system (9). The question is how
different the solutions will be zɶ and zɶ • systems (8) and (9)
under specified ζ is the absolute error of a block matrix Сɶ ,
that is Сɶ − C < ζ , and η is absolute error of block vector
fɶ • , that is

fɶ • − f < η . Here C is the norm of the matrix

It is known [9] that a sufficiently complete information
•
about the magnitude of the difference zɶ − zɶ can only be
obtained through, matrix C in (8). To do this, enter the
number

⋅ fɶ

v (C ) =

or

( I − Aɶ ) ⋅ zɶ = fɶ

)

C [8].
(5)

it exists, equation (3) can be rewritten
zɶ = I − Aɶ

(

(2)

3. Method

A
Aɶ =  11
 A21

In this paper we consider two cases when the model (3) is
correctly set, that is, if the error elements Аɶ and elements fɶ
models (3) lead to minor changes in the results of its solution.
And the second case, when the model (3) is incorrectly set,
that is, if the errors of the elements Аɶ and elements fɶ
models (3) lead to significant changes in the results of its
decision.
In the first case, to find a solution to the model under
consideration, we will use the method of successive
approximations, and in the second case, the Tikhonov
regularization method.
For convenience, we denote C = I − Aɶ , then (6) takes the

C
C −1

,

(10)

(6)

called the condition number of the matrix C (systems (8)).
Here C −1 is matrix inverse of the matrix C .

here I is the unit matrix.
It is known that the following conditions must be met for
the model (1) to be productive

If v (C ) < 103 , the matrix is considered to be well
conditioned and the solution (8) is stable otherwise, by
v(C ) ≥ 103 , that is ill-conditioned and the solution (8) is
unstable.
In the first case, to find a solution to the model under
consideration, we will use the method of successive
approximations, and in the second case, the Tikhonov
regularization method.

( )

ρ Aɶ < 1 ,

b1 + A11b1 + A12b2 ≥ 01 , 

−b2 + A21b1 + A22b2 ≥ 02 , 

( )

where ρ Aɶ is a spectral radius of the matrix Aɶ .

01 , 02 are null-vectors respectively of R n and R m .

(7)
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4. Result and Discussion

α zɶαk +

4.1. Problem Statement

4.2. Non-negative Solution Technique
Consider the first case when the Leontief-Ford model is
correctly supplied.
Let the model (3) have a nonnegative solution, it is unique
and stable.
We construct a numerical solution of the model (3) by the
method of successive approximations:
zɶ0 = θ , k = 0, 1, 2,…

(11)

According to [10-12], if condition (7) is satisfied, solution
(3) exists and only iterative process (11) converges at any
initial approximation zɶ0 . A fair assessment of the proximity

zɶ − zɶ k +1 ≤
*

Aɶ

k

zɶ1 − zɶ0 ,

1 − Aɶ

(12)

where ̃ ∗ is the decision (3).
Norm Α can be specified [13]:

Α

1

=

n+ m

max

1 ≤ j ≤ n+m

∑

a ij , Α

=

2

i =1

n+m

max

1 ≤ j ≤ n+m

∑a

ij

(13)

j =1

•

ill-conditioned and error zɶ − zɶ

in decision zɶ model (3)

will be significant if it is incorrectly delivered. For
convenience, we will build a model solution (9). We will apply
the method of regularization of A. N. Tikhonov [9, 14-16].
Suppose that

Cɶ − C ≤ ξ ,

fɶ • − fɶ ≤ δ

(14)

From [16, 17] it follows that the search for a solution (9) is
reduced to finding a vector zɶα , minimizing a smoothing
functional:
ɶ − fɶ •
M α  zɶ , fɶ • , Cɶ  = Cz


2

ik

cɶij zɶαj =

2

+ α Ω [ zɶ ] , α > 0

n

∑ cɶ

ik

fɶi• , k = 1, 2, 3, … , n (16)

i =1

4.3. Algorithm
Based on these results, we can offer the following algorithm
for constructing a solution to the problem:
1. Enter the dimension n , m .
2. Enter the matrix A11 , dimensions ( n × n ).
3. Enter the matrix A12 , dimensions ( n × m ).
4. Enter the matrix A21 , dimensions ( m × n ).
5. Enter the matrix A22 , dimensions ( m × m ).
6. To enter a vector b1 , dimensions ( n ).
7. To enter a vector b2 , dimensions ( m ).
8. Create a block matrix Aɶ .
9. Create a block vector fɶ • .

(

)

10. Calculate Cɶ = I − Aɶ .
11. Calculate (10), to check the condition Сɶ .
12. If Cɶ well conditioned, then go to paragraph 13,
otherwise go to paragraph 19.
13. The feasibility of the condition is checked (7).
14. Set initial approximation zɶ0 .
15. Set error ε > 0 .
16. To check the feasibility of the conditions Аɶ < 1 (for
the selected rate from (13)).
17. If the conditions of paragraph 16 are met, the
calculations shall be made according to the formula (11)
until the required error is reached ε > 0 .
18. If the condition of paragraph 16 is not met, a different
rule should be chosen Α .
19. The regularization parameter is set α1 > 0 .

Consider the second case where the block matrix

where Ω [ x ] = zɶ

n

j =1 i =1

In this work it is necessary to solve the following problems:
to develop a method of non-negative solution of the
Leontief-Ford model, for the case when it is correctly set and
for the case when it is incorrectly set; to describe the algorithm
of its non-negative solution; to produce a software
implementation of the described algorithm and give an
example of its application.

ɶ + fɶ ,
zɶ k +1 = Az
k

n

∑∑ cɶ

21

(15)

is the stabilizing functional, α = α (δ )

is regularization parameter. In this case, as shown in [14, 16,
17] there is one gross output vector zɶα , which can be
determined at any fixed α > 0 from the system

20. At the specified value α1 , find a solution zɶα1 systems
(16).
21. At known values α1 , zɶα1 , calculated value
M α1  zɶα1 , fɶ • , Bɶ  functional (15).


22. Specify α 2 > 0 , α 2 < α1 .
23. At the specified value α 2 , find a solution zɶα 2 systems
(16).
24. At known values α 2 , zɶα 2 , calculated value
M α 2  zɶα 2 , fɶ • , Bɶ  functional (15).


α2  α2 ɶ • ɶ 
α
α
•
25. If M  zɶ , f , B  < M 1  zɶ 1 , fɶ , Bɶ  , then proceed
to the implementation of the actions specified in
paragraph 27.
α
α
α
α
•
•
26. If M 2  zɶ 2 , fɶ , Bɶ  > M 1  zɶ 1 , fɶ , Bɶ  , that put
zɶ = zɶα1 .
27. Specify α 3 > 0 , α 3 < α 2 .
28. At the specified value α3 , find a solution zɶα3 systems

22
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(16).
29. At known values α3 , zɶα3 , calculated value
M α3  zɶα 3 , fɶ • , Bɶ  functional (15).


α3  α3 ɶ • ɶ 
α
α
•
30. If M  zɶ , f , B  < M 2  zɶ 2 , fɶ , Bɶ  , then proceed
to the implementation of the actions specified in
paragraph 32.
M α3  zɶα3 , fɶ • , Bɶ  > M α 2  zɶα 2 , fɶ • , Bɶ  ,
31. If
that's




believing zɶ = zɶα2 .
32. Specify α 4 > 0 , α 4 < α 3 .
33. And so on, this process continues until ( k + 1) -м step

α k +1

zɶα k +1 , under which
M α k +1  zɶα k +1 , fɶ • , Bɶ  > M α k  zɶα k , fɶ • , Bɶ  . In this case,




α
k
we believe zɶ = zɶ
and the calculation process will
stop.
34. Display the result of the decision zɶ .
This algorithm is implemented as a software product
"L-F_2" in Delphi.
can't

find

,

4.4. Example
Consider an example of its application.
If:
0
−0.4
0 
 0.9
 −0.0001




−
0.7
0.2
−
0.02
−
0.03
 ; A =  −0.001 
A11 = 
12
 0.01 0.02 0.9 −0.04 
 −0.003 




0.02
0.01
0.3
0.82


 −0.001 

A21 = ( −0.003 −0.02 0 1) ; A22 = ( −0.001)

According to the results of the decision, we can say that the
developed program "L-F_2" allows you to find a non-negative
solution to the balance model.

5. Conclusion
Thus, in this paper a method of non-negative solution of the
model (3) is developed for the case when it is correctly set and
for the case when it is incorrectly set. On the basis of this
technique the algorithm of non-negative solution of the model
(3) implemented in the software product is described.
The developed technique is based on the known of study
results of linear algebraic equations systems by a simple
iteration method, which allows to find the existence and
uniqueness of a non-negative solution in the model (3) and to
find out whether this solution is stable with respect to the
initial conditions. It is based on the known results of the study
of poorly conditioned systems of linear algebraic equations by
the regularization method. Based on this technique, the
algorithm of non-negative solution of the model (3) is
described which allows a detailed analysis of the described
model, implemented in the software product.
An example of its application is given.
The use of these software products in business entities will
allow users to automate the analysis of balance sheet models
and planning of gross output.
This work summarizes and complements the results of the
work [5, 12, 17].
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